THE MCMASTER INSTITUTE FOR MUSIC AND THE MIND PRESENTS
A PUBLIC INTEGRATED CONCERT AND LECTURE

Major and Minor:
A Psychological History of Two Scales

Dr. David Huron, Ohio State University

Friday, November 13, 2009
Centenary United Church
24 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario
8:00 p.m.

The lecture will feature illustrative performances by Canadian musicians:

Brett Kingsbury, Piano
Margaret Bardos, Voice
David Gerry and Laurel Trainor, Flute
Darcy Hepner, Saxophone
Pat Collins, Bass

“Musical scales are products of culture, but the scales musicians use are not arbitrary constructions, nor are their historical changes random. As in the case of language, scales show the hallmarks of deep underlying psychological processes and offer important insights concerning human minds.”

GENERAL ADMISSION $15 (STUDENTS $10)
Special group rates available for groups of 10+

To reserve tickets in advance, please call 905-525-9140 ext. 28621 or visit http://mimm.mcmaster.ca
Tickets also available at the door